A trick of the tiles

Penrose tiling is realized on a huge scale in Perth to give a perceptual feast for the eyes.

This more recent Penrose tiling has been cleverly used in the floor of the atrium of the new Molecular and Chemical Sciences Building at the University of Western Australia in Perth. The floor (see above) was the idea of Professor David Kepert, then head of the School of Chemistry, and his colleague Frank Lincoln, and the tiling was developed by the architect Gus Ferguson. Starting from a central five-pointed star midway between the lift and the stairway opposite, Ferguson used two types of locally manufactured concrete tile in the form of fat and thin rhombuses to develop the five-fold symmetry across the entire floor.

The result is a strange spider’s web of lines, which, although composed of just two simple repeated shapes, presents us with a perceptual and cognitive field replete with possibilities. As with the patterns designed over the centuries, its fascination transcends the purely mathematical. Looking at such arrays, we are perceptually tuned to tease out coherences that go beyond seeing the paired shapes.

When staring at the patterns for any length of time, a deep-seated perceptual proclivity comes into play. We can hardly avoid discerning shapes compounded from clustered elements, discovering five-pointed stars and bilaterally symmetrical polyhedra, plotting zigzag strands and so on. Almost inevitably, spatial instincts also come into play, although none of the ‘sides’ of the perceived ‘bodies’ converges to notional vanishing points. We can, for instance, play Necker cube-type games with apparent octagons, and facet the surface into a kind of cubist medley of receding and advancing planes.

Authors of earlier tiling patterns deliberately enhanced the implicit spatial thrusts by infilling the tiles with varied colours and tones in regular repeats, and by alternately interweaving the thin bands that demarcate the patterns. This effect is seen clearly in the 1524 doodling of the German artist Albrecht Dürer, one of whose repeated patterns of flat rhombuses and cubes was thrown suddenly into paradoxical relief through the addition of hatched shading (see above, inset). We instinctively tend to do the same in our minds, even where the pattern frustrates perspectival coherence.

It is easy to imagine why the designer of the Perth floor did not shade or colour the tiles. The spatial cacophony that would result with an aperiodic pattern on such a scale would have been jarring. But the waiting visitor or someone pausing on one of the landings can easily play the spatial game. Indeed it is hard to avoid doing so.
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